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Tariff 10 – Miscellaneous 
 
 
 
 

 Application     Item 1 

In addition to any other applicable tariff, the prices, charges and rules of this Tariff, as amended from 

time to time, apply. The rates apply as published at the time the service was rendered, in the currency of 

the country in which it occurs. 

 
 

Definitions     Item 2 

Accessorial Charges refers to demurrage, storage, staging, holding, surcharge, supplemental service, 

or other ancillary charges. 

 

 

  

https://www.cpr.ca/en/customer-resources/pricing-and-tariffs
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 Security deposit account     Item 20 

 All customers conducting business with CP must apply for credit as outlined in CP’s Guide to Products 
and Services, found on our website cpr.ca. Credit will be granted solely at the discretion of CP.  
 
A security deposit to insure payment of any Accessorial Charges that may accrue will be required from 

every customer who: 

 Has not been granted credit by CP, and 

 Who fails to pay Accessorial Charges, that are not in bona fide dispute, after specific written 

demand referring to this tariff provision. 

 
A security deposit must be paid, by cash, certified check, cashier’s check, money order, wire transfer or 
credit card before any freight car is delivered to such customer for Loading or Unloading. For credit card 
deposits information will be required for each transaction and credit card information will not be retained 
by the carrier. No interest will be paid by Carrier on any security deposit. A deposit on one unit of 
equipment is not transferable to another. 
 

A deposit for each car shall be in the minimum amount of two hundred and twenty five dollars ($225.00) 

or up to the maximum amount of Accessorial Charges that accrued on any one car during the preceding 

twelve (12) months. 

In the case of a customer receiving multiple carloads for Loading or Unloading, the total amount required 
to be deposited shall not exceed the lesser of the amount of existing past due Accessorial Charges 
accrued by the customer plus an amount equal to average monthly Accessorial Charges calculated over 
the past six months or $25,000.00. 
 

Once the customer is placed on CP’s authorized credit list, or has paid all outstanding Accessorial 
Charges and has given assurance to the satisfaction of CP’s credit office that future Accessorial 
Charges will be paid within the credit period prescribed in applicable tariffs, CP will refund the balance of 
the deposit to the customer after deducting any and all unpaid Accessorial Charges. The customer’s 
request for refund must be made in the manner and to the office designated by CP. If no refund request 
is received by that designated office within thirty (30) days after the equipment is released, the carrier 
will refund the remainder of the deposit to the customer after deducting any unpaid Accessorial Charges 
on that equipment. 
 

Should rail service to the customer no longer be required, the security deposit will be released and 
returned, upon satisfaction of all outstanding Accessorial Charges. 
 

Security deposits will no longer be required after the customer either: 

 Is placed on Carrier’s authorized credit list, and 

 Has paid all outstanding Accessorial Charges and has given assurance to the satisfaction of CP’s 

credit office that future Accessorial Charges will be paid within the credit period prescribed in 

applicable tariffs. 
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IMC MTL Requests     Item 30 

 This item is available only to IMC’s (Intermodal Marketing Companies) at the discretion of CP. CP’s 

general policy is to allow only two IMC’s to participate in any single beneficial owner’s business on CP. 

To facilitate this process we require the following: 

 
Me Too Letter (MTL): When an IMC requests rates for a beneficial owner that CP is currently servicing 

(in same corridors) with another IMC we require the new IMC to acquire a MTL from the beneficial 

owner. Requirements of the MTL: 

 The letter must be issued to CP by the beneficial owner on the beneficial owner’s letterhead. 

 The letter must identify the current IMC and the “Me Too” IMC. 

 Specific commodity(ies) and routes for which the beneficial owner wishes both the first and second 

IMC to participate must be clearly identified. 

 The letter must be signed by an authorized person from the beneficial owner firm. 

CP may release specific rates and terms to the second IMC upon receipt of a valid MTL. 
 

Replacement Letter (RL): When an IMC requests rates for a beneficial owner that CP is currently 

servicing (in same corridors) with two IMC’s we require the new IMC to acquire a RL from the beneficial 

owner. Requirements of the RL: 

 The letter must be issued to CP by the beneficial owner on the beneficial owner’s letterhead. 

 The letter must identify the two IMC’s currently participating in the business, the IMC being added to 

the business and the IMC that will removed from the business. CP will notify the IMC being replaced 

of the action taken by the beneficial owner. 

 The Specific commodity(ies) and routes for which the beneficial owner wishes both the first and 

second IMC to participate must be clearly identified. 

 The letter must be signed by an authorized person from the beneficial owner firm.  

CP may release specific rates and terms to the added IMC upon receipt of a valid RL. Routes and rates 

with the Replaced IMC will be cancelled. 

 
CP reserves the right to work with more than two IMCs in specific beneficial owner business, specific 

commodity(ies), and/or specific geographical markets. CP also reserves the right to participate with a 

single IMC. 

 
On all Requests for Pricing (RFP) packages or Bid Packages CP will offer pricing to all CP customers in 
good credit standing under the following terms. CP customers requesting price and terms from CP must 
provide a copy of the Beneficial Owner’s invitation to participate in the Beneficial Owner’s RFP or Bid 
Package process. MTL and/or RL are not required for initial quotes in RFPs or Bid Packages.  
 

 


